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ROSWELL NEW MEXICO A RANCHER DISCOVERED UNIDENTIFIABLE DEBRIS
AROUND INDEPENDANCE DAY 1947

PARIS - ROSWELL, 26.08.2015, 17:51 Time

USPA NEWS - In the summer of 1947, a rancher discovered unidentifiable debris outside Roswell, New Mexico. Nearly 50 years after
the story of the mysterious debris broke, the U.S. military issued a report linking the incident to a top-secret atomic espionage project
called Project Mogul...

Still, many people continue to embrace the UFO theory, and hundreds of curiosity seekers visit Roswell and the crash site every year.
So what actually did crash near Roswell back in the summer of 1947 ?

Tours are organized like by ROSWELL UFO TOURS proposing to follow the story of the UFO Incident where the events occurred in
Roswell. To explore Roswell Army Air Field, the former military base that was home to the 509th Bomb Group, the elite unit "involved"
with the UFO incident. To see the "infamous" Hangar (Building 84) where the recovered spacecraft and alien bodies were supposed to
be kept, before being sent to other locations in the United States to be studied. 

In early 1990, the idea of a home for information about the Roswell Incident and other UFO phenomena was fostered by Walter Haut.
He got together with another Roswell participant Glenn Dennis and the two sought a home for the UFO Museum. The Roswell UFO
Museum is a 501c3 non-profit educational organization with the mission of educating the general public on all aspects of the UFO
phenomena. The museum maintains its position as the serious side of the UFO phenomena. 

The UFO theory followers movement provoked another kind of "movement" such as "Alien Resistance" proposing to provide orthodox
biblical perspectives on the modern UFO and “alien“� phenomenon.

Alien Resistance "offers evidences that the widely-reported “alien abduction“� phenomenon, while sadly quite real, is in fact a
powerfully deceptive spiritual experience. Our research suggests that individuals are not being held captive by authentic biological
extra terrestrial beings, but that this belief is rooted in vast levels of occult teaching and outright deception". (On their website)
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